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Predicting Visual Focus of Attention From Intention
in Remote Collaborative Tasks
Jiazhi Ou, Lui Min Oh, Susan R. Fussell, Tal Blum, and Jie Yang

Abstract—While shared visual space plays a very important
role in remote collaboration on physical tasks, it is challenging
and expensive to track users’ focus of attention (FOA) during
these tasks. In this paper, we propose to identify a user’s FOA
from his/her intention based on task properties, people’s ac-
tions in the workspace, and conversational content. We employ
a conditional Markov model to characterize a subject’s FOA.
We demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed method using a
collaborative laboratory task in which one partner (the helper)
instructs another (the worker) on how to assemble online puzzles.
We model a helper’s FOA using task properties, workers’ actions,
and conversational content. The accuracy of the model ranged
from 65.40% for puzzles with easy-to-name pieces to 74.25% for
puzzles with more difficult-to-name pieces. The proposed model
can be used to predicate a user’s FOA in a remote collaborative
task without tracking the user’s eye gaze.

Index Terms—Computer-supported cooperative work, eye
tracking, focus of attention, keyword spotting, remote collabora-
tive tasks.

I. INTRODUCTION

C OLLABORATIVE physical tasks play an important role
in many domains, including education, industry, and

medicine. These are tasks in which two or more people interact
with real objects in the 3-D world. In instructional collaborative
tasks, the focus of the current paper, participants are assigned
to either a helper role or a worker role. The helper offers the
knowledge to guide the operations, while the worker provides
the physical labor. Such a relationship is similar to a teacher
instructing a student in a physics experiment or an engineer
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guiding a technician servicing a vehicle. As businesses gear to-
wards globalization, it becomes more possible for collaborators
on physical tasks to work together at a distance. For example,
an engineer in the United States might guide machinery re-
pairs in India. In this paper, our goal is to provide a better
understanding of the dynamics of instructional collaborative
tasks that can help improve existing multimedia systems such
that they support remote collaboration more efficiently and
effectively.

Existing multimedia systems usually provide audio and a
video feed of the space of interest to remote collaborators. This
shared visual space [22] facilitates conversational grounding
[5] and provides situational awareness [10] of ongoing activi-
ties in the workspace. Research has shown that video systems
that focus on the workspace improve task performance ([12],
[13], [22]). Specifically, scene cameras that provide a static,
wide view of the workspace appear to be more beneficial for
remote collaboration on physical tasks than head-mounted
cameras or audio-only systems. Systems that incorporate the
ability to point and gesture in the workspace further improve
performance (e.g., [14], [34]).

Although scene cameras improve performance on physical
tasks over audio-only communication, they are still not as good
as face-to-face interaction. A major limitation is that the vi-
sual information available to remote collaborators is confined
by the viewing angle and mobility of the camera. One way to
address this problem is to set up multiple cameras, each pro-
viding a different view of the workspace [13]. Such a system
is bandwidth-intensive and has not proven beneficial to partic-
ipants. Systems that allow switching between alternative views
of the workspace (e.g., [15]) may circumvent bandwidth limita-
tions but they incur high equipment costs and hinder common
understandings among the collaborators about what view of the
environment is being shared. Some systems offer a helper the
ability to pan, tilt or zoom cameras remotely ([24], [25]). How-
ever, the task of manipulating the camera interferes with smooth
interpersonal communication [33].

The overall objective of our research is to develop another
solution—“intelligent” video systems that provide the right
camera feed at the right time during a collaborative physical
task. Specifically, we envision a system that can automatically
show a remote helper the most beneficial view of the worker’s
environment at each point in time. This system frees the helper
from having to control the camera manually yet provides him
or her with the necessary visual information to assist the worker
effectively. In order to implement such a system, we must be
able to predict the helper’s focus of attention (FOA).

In this paper we propose to model FOA from intention
without tracking a person’s gaze direction. We use the term “in-
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tention” to refer to where a person desires to look. We first infer
the person’s intention from different cues and then infer his or
her FOA from that intention. The proposed method is based
on the following hypothesis: In a remote collaboration task, a
person’s intention is directly related to task properties, partner
actions, and message content. We investigate the problem
in the context of remote collaborative tasks requiring tight
coordination of conversation and action. Dialogue content in
these tasks is tightly structured by task properties, specifically,
the need to identify objects and place them in their correct
locations. The manipulation of task objects also provides cues
that can be used to model a person’s intention. We employ a
conditional Markov model to characterize helpers’ FOA based
on dialogue content and worker actions. We demonstrate the
feasibility of the proposed method using a laboratory task in
which a helper instructs a worker on how to assemble online
puzzles. The accuracy of the model ranged from 65.40% for
puzzles with easy to name pieces to 74.25% for puzzles with
difficult to name pieces.

The feasibility of this approach was first demonstrated in our
earlier report of people’s gaze behaviors during collaborative
physical tasks [36]. Here, we extend these findings by providing
a broader theoretical framework, fine-grained technical details,
and additional data analyses.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec-
tion II we discuss related work; in Section III, we present our
model; in Section IV, we present our experiment, the results,
and a discussion of the findings; and in Section V we present
our conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK

In this research, we are interested in modeling people’s FOA
in remote collaborative tasks.

A. Collaborative Tasks

When collaborators work on a task together, they have some
information about the visual elements of their work environ-
ment. These pieces of information include the positions of work-
related objects and tools and the status of the task (e.g., [45]).
Collaborators take this visual information into account as they
speak and act. Through conversation, the collaborators identify
target objects to one another, describe actions to be taken and
confirm the outcome of those actions.

In this paper, we focus on instructional tasks in which the col-
laborators’ participation can be differentiated into either a helper
role or worker role. The helper presents instructions; the worker
performs the actual task actions. This relationship is similar to
a teacher guiding a student on a lab project or a head resident
teaching new doctors how to treat a patient. To collaborate suc-
cessfully, helpers and workers must carefully coordinate their
activities. A helper needs to know when it is appropriate to pro-
vide assistance. After giving advice, the helper needs to know if
it has been comprehended as intended.

Visual information plays two roles in coordinating helper and
worker communication and actions. First, it provides situation
awareness—an ongoing awareness of the work environment

and the activities taking place within it [10]. For example, if a
teacher sees that a student is performing an incorrect operation,
he or she can intervene to correct the student’s mistake. Second,
visual information can facilitate conversational grounding, or
the interactive process by which communicators come to a state
of mutual understanding [5].

B. Shared Visual Space

We define shared visual space as the set of mutually visible
entities, including participants’ bodies and faces, people and ob-
jects in the work space, and the larger environment. When col-
laborators are co-located, they share substantial visual space,
which they can rely upon when planning what to say or do next.
Many studies (e.g., [6], [12]–[14], [22], [34], [46]) have shown
that co-located pairs, who have all sources of visual information
available, complete tasks more rapidly and accurately than pairs
working at a distance.

It is useful to distinguish among three types of visual infor-
mation available in co-located settings: participants’ heads and
faces, participants’ actions, and task objects [22]. Each of these
visual cues has different benefits for collaboration depending
upon the phase of the task. For example, when deciding advice
is needed, a view of the current state of the task may be most
critical, whereas when determining if instructions have been fol-
lowed correctly, a view of a worker’s actions may be more valu-
able.

C. Mediating Shared Visual Space in Remote Collaboration

Unlike people working side-by-side, who benefit from rich
shared visual information, those working together at a distance
must rely on technologies that limit the type and amount of vi-
sual information that is shared [49]. Task performance using
such systems is typically only slightly if at all better than that
using audio-only systems and rarely as good as that achieved in
side-by-side collaboration (e.g., [12], [13], [34]).

One improvement suggested by Gaver and colleagues [15]
is to provide multiple video feeds (e.g., of partners and of the
workspace) and allow participants to switch among them. Such
an approach is problematic due to high equipment requirements.
In addition, the ability to switch between video feeds makes
it difficult for users to understand what elements of the visual
environment are or are not shared.

An alternative strategy is to identify the key types of visual
information used in side-by-side settings and to implement
systems to provide these critical visual cues to remote collab-
orators. Monk and Gale [31], for example, demonstrated that
seeing where a partner was looking in a workspace was more
valuable than seeing that partner’s face alone. Fussell and col-
leagues [13] found that pairs were faster building a robot when
the remote helper had access to a static but wide angle view of
the workspace than when he/she had access to a head-mounted
camera that tracked the worker’s gaze. Moreover, providing
helpers with both the wide angle and head mounted cameras led
to worse performance than providing them with the wide angle
camera alone. These studies highlight some of the difficulties
of using video systems to deliver theoretically relevant visual
cues.
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D. Eye-Tracking as a Method for Understanding Visual
Information in Collaborative Physical Tasks

Eye-tracking methods can provide a fine-grained under-
standing of people’s use of visual information. Eye-tracking
has been used to investigate relationships between gaze and
actions in individual physical tasks (e.g., [21], [27], [39]) and
in complex athletic behaviors (e.g., [38], [48]). It has also been
used as a tool to understand interpersonal communication (e.g.,
[9], [20]), typically using a referential communication task
in which one person describes a series of objects for another
person, who must find the target in an array of alternatives.

Other studies have used eye-tracking to determine people’s
FOA in conversation. Vertegaal et al. [47] examined gaze at
partners during a four-person conversation and found that gaze
strongly indicated participants’ FOA. Stiefelhagen et al. [44]
also studied gaze in four-party conversations with a focus on
how head and eye movements were associated as cues of at-
tention. Gullberg [18] found that listeners do not always fixate
speakers’ gestures.

E. Modeling Focus of Attention

In this paper, focus of attention refers to a spatial location;
a subject concentrates on some features of the environment to
the (relative) exclusion of others. FOA is an important cue in
many multimedia applications. For example, a dialogue system
can provide better services if it can tell where the user is looking
(e.g., [40], [42]). FOA data can also be used to identify who is
being addressed in a multi-party dialogue [47]. If a remote video
conferencing system can predict a speaker’s FOA, it can provide
that speaker with the most beneficial camera view of the remote
site at any given moment [36].

Gaze coordinates output by eye trackers are a good indicator
of FOA. However, it can be difficult to interpret eye move-
ment patterns. Researchers have developed different methods
for identifying FOA from raw gaze data [43]. For example,
Jacob [19] investigated the use of eye movements as a com-
puter input modality. Campbell et al. used a three-step algo-
rithm to detect whether a user is reading or scanning text [4].
Their system first quantized the output data by averaging every
three raw data points. The quantized stream was then tokenized
into events and assigned a point indicating evidence supporting
reading or scanning. Finally, evidence was obtained by sum-
ming the points of the pooled data. The system switched modes
when the pooled evidence crossed a threshold. Salvucci used
hidden Markov models (HMM) to interpret gaze data in an eye
typing study [42]. A two-state (saccade/fixation) HMM was first
applied to find a sequence of fixations. Then, a global HMM was
constructed with submodels of target areas (e.g., a letter). The
optimal path in the entire HMM was decoded with a Viterbi al-
gorithm. In the current study, we obtained ground truth of FOA
from gaze tracking data. Target areas were separated spatially
in such a way that an unsupervised clustering algorithm could
be applied effectively.

The relationship between gaze and actions has also been ex-
amined. Clark’s theory of conversational grounding (e.g., [5],
[7] [8]) suggests that helpers will look at targets that help them

determine whether or not their instructions have been under-
stood as intended. Prior work also suggests that people look at
objects or devices with which they are interacting (e.g., [2], [3],
[28], and [29]). Argyle and Cook indicated that gaze patterns of
speakers and listeners are closely linked to the words spoken,
and help in the timing and synchronization of utterances [1].
Griffin and Bock studied the time course of sentence formula-
tion [17] and found a systematic temporal linkage between eye
movements and spoken utterances.

Predicting FOA from modalities other than gaze from eye
trackers is a relatively new area. Stiefelhagen et al. [44] used
video from a panoramic camera and/or audio to predict FOA
in a four-party meeting. They first estimated head poses using
neural nets and then applied a Baysian model to compute the
posterior probability of the FOA given head position. Accuracy
was 74% using visual cues alone, 63% using audio alone, and
76% using a linear combination of video and audio. Otsuka et al.
[32] examined FOA in a four-person conversation. They defined
the current state of the conversation as a “regime” that can take
values of “convergence,” “dyad-link,” and “divergence.” The se-
quences of regimes and gaze patterns were modeled as hidden
states and could be inferred by the utterances (who is speaking)
and head directions using a Markov switching model.

The problem discussed in the current paper differs from pre-
vious work in two ways. First, our work is done in the context
of remote collaboration on physical tasks involving objects that
can themselves be foci of attention. Second, while speech versus
silence might be sufficiently informative in multi-party conver-
sation, in our task we need to understand message content in
order to provide helpers with the most beneficial view at each
point in time.

III. MODELING FOCUS OF ATTENTION USING

CONDITIONAL MARKOV MODELS

In this paper, we propose to model FOA using conditional
Markov models. Our problem is very similar to text annotation
problems such as part of speech (POS) tagging and shallow
parsing—given a sequence of uttered words, our goal is to
output their labels. In text annotation problems, the labels are
POS tags or syntactical phrases, whereas in our problem, the
labels are the helpers’ foci of attention .

Hidden Markov Modeling (HMM) is a powerful tool for pro-
cessing sequential data that has been successfully applied to
many natural language processing problems including speech
recognition and information extraction (e.g., [11], [40]). HMM
is a generative model that models the joint probability of the
hidden states and the observation. However, to make the infer-
ence tractable, HMM assumes the conditional independence be-
tween the current observed feature set (e.g., the current word)
and the other feature sets (other words) given the current state.
This assumption is not true in many real world applications.

Maximum Entropy Markov Modeling (MEMM) [30] directly
models the probability of the label sequence given the obser-
vation sequence. It does not need to assume conditional inde-
pendencies among observations given a state. With MEMM, we
can use features with richer representation of the observation se-
quence. For example, the label of the current state might depend
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on the features extracted from the surrounding observations of
the current position. The main problem of MEMM is the label
bias problem, in which the probability mass of the current state
will be all passed to low entropy next states regardless of the
observation [26].

To overcome the problems of HMM and MEMM we employ
a conditional Markov model. The conditional Markov model
is an implementation of conditional random fields (CRFs), a
probabilistic framework for labeling and segmenting structured
data [26]. CRFs define a conditional probability distribution
over label sequences given a particular observation sequence,
rather than a joint distribution over both label and observa-
tion sequences. CRFs outperform MEMMs and HMMs on
real-world tasks in many fields, including bioinformatics,
computational linguistics and speech recognition. However, as
an undirected graphical model, there is a global normalizer in
the random field of CRF, which makes exact inference in the
model intractable. Specifically, there is no analytical solution
to the model parameters; instead, iterative techniques such as
iterative scaling and gradient-based methods need to be used
for the learning and inference of CRF, requiring much training
data and computational expense.

Similar to the CRF, we factorize the dependencies between
the current state and the next state, and between states and obser-
vations. Specifically, because the observations come from dif-
ferent modalities—workers’ actions and the conversation—we
use factors to represent the relationships between states and
workers’ actions, and between states and the conversation sep-
arately. To make the training fast and to decrease the number
of parameters, we use probabilities of overlapping features as
potential functions. When more data is available, we can train
the model discriminately by using the maximum entropy frame-
work and maximize the conditional likelihood. In the rest of this
section we formally define the problem and discuss the model
design and training/testing algorithms in detail.

A. Problem Description

We define the problem as a classification problem. Let
be a sequence of uttered words, with

corresponding starting times , and ending times ,
. The worker’s action at

time is obtained by an activity sensor, , where
is the set of all possible worker actions. For example, in the
online puzzle task used by [35] and described in more detail
in Section IV, a helper instructs a worker on how to construct
a jigsaw puzzle out of colored pieces. Based on these instruc-
tions, the worker selects a piece from the pieces bay and moves
it to a target location in the workspace. In this task, will be
{Not-Moving, Moving-in-Workspace, Moving-in-Pieces-Bay}
and can be annotated by analyzing the mouse click/drag
events at time . In a 3-D collaborative task such as the circuit
assembly task used in [37], can be {Idle, Searching-Part,
Assembling-Part}, and can be annotated by detecting the
worker’s hand position in the video sequence.

Let be the helper’s gaze coded at time t, , where
is the set of possible gaze targets that we want to predict.

Fig. 1. A conditional Markov model. s , M , and w are state, action, and
uttered word in time i;  , �, and ' are factors.

In the jigsaw puzzle task, we want to know whether the helper
is interested in looking at the workspace (where the worker is
assembling the puzzle) or the pieces-bay (where the pieces are
stored), and is therefore {Workspace, Pieces-Bay}. At each
time we predict the helper’s gaze as .

Because our objective is to control a camera automatically,
the helper’s FOA must be predicted in advance based on
previous information from the dialogue and worker’s actions.
Using the predictive model, the camera shifts between different
views (e.g., pieces bay versus workspace). We formulate online
prediction as: At each sampling point , given the previous
words , and the previous worker’s actions

as input, classify the next gaze code as
.

B. A Conditional Markov Model Classifier

Under the assumption that a user’s intention is directly related
to task properties, workers’ actions, and conversational content,
we characterize this intention as the change of conversational
topic. From the sequence of uttered words we can segment, label
and code each clause and define as the set of possible clause
codes, which depend on the property of the task. For example,
in the puzzle task, helpers need to describe the color pieces,
describe where these pieces should be placed, and correct the
workers if necessary. Thus is {“Description of color piece,”
“Description of location,” “Correcting color piece,” “Correcting
location”}.

When we take the stream of words and workers’ actions as
input, the clause boundaries (the end of a clause) and coding (the
category of the clause) are not available. Therefore we predict
the clause coding of each word. Pairing gaze and clause coding,
we form a sequence of possible states. That is, a state

is the pair , where and . Let , , and
be the state sequence, word sequence and action sequence,

respectively. We align the word and action sequences if they are
sampled at different rates. (An example of the alignment is dis-
cussed in Section IV.) The undirected graphical model with its
factors is shown in Fig. 1. captures the relationship between
the current state and the previous state, while and charac-
terize features and using a history window of words. We
choose in the following discussion.
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The probability of a state sequence conditioned on the ob-
servation sequences and is inferred through factors , ,
and :

(1)

where is the partition function:

and we define

(2)

To decrease the number of parameters, we can cluster words
into a small number of categories and classify each word as one
of those categories. We then approximate by

(3)

where is the category of .When training is supervised, we
can employ a maximum likelihood method to learn the parame-
ters and the Good-Tuning method [16] to estimate the parame-
ters for the n-grams that have counts lower than in the training
data:

(4)

,

(5)

,

(6)

where denotes the number of times the combination ap-
pears in the training corpus, and are the numbers
of n-grams that have count , and and are constants that
guarantee (5) and (6) are appropriate distributions:

(7)

Fig. 2. Training and testing of the conditional Markov model.

(8)

When training is unsupervised, the EM algorithm can be ap-
plied.

Since in (1) does not depend on , we can decompose the
factors and use a Viterbi algorithm to find the optimal path given
the parameters and input sequences and . At each word
we define the Viterbi probability of each state as

(9)

And can be calculated recursively:

(10)

We choose the state that has the highest Viterbi probability as
the predicted state:

(11)

The decoded state sequence can be mapped to the corre-
sponding gaze sequence and clause coding sequence.

Fig. 2 summarizes the training and testing of the conditional
Markov model.
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Fig. 3. Helper’s display in the online puzzle task. The solution to the puzzle
(target) is in the center bottom. The pieces bay, from which pieces can be se-
lected, is on the upper right. The workspace, where the worker is putting the
puzzle together, is on the upper left.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In order to verify the proposed model, we designed a remote
collaborative task and performed several experiments.

A. Design

Our experiment used an online jigsaw puzzle task adapted
from Kraut and colleagues [23], in which a helper and worker
collaborated to construct a series of puzzles. The task is anal-
ogous to remote physical collaboration in that a helper offers
instructions remotely and a worker manipulates the objects
(puzzle pieces) online.

There were three areas among which the helper could gaze
freely to obtain visual information (Fig. 3).

• The pieces bay, in which the puzzle pieces were stored. By
monitoring the pieces bay, the helper could assess whether
the worker had selected the correct piece from among the
alternatives.

• The workspace, in which the worker was constructing the
puzzle. By monitoring the workspace, the helper could as-
sess whether the worker had positioned a piece correctly.

• The target solution, which showed how the puzzle should
be constructed. This appeared only on the helper’s screen.

We manipulated the differentiability of the puzzle pieces
(solid versus shaded colors) and the complexity of the puzzle
(five, 10 or 15 pieces). Each participant completed three puzzles
for each condition (piece differentiability puzzle complexity),
randomly presented in a single block. The design formed a

factorial within-subjects study. The order of puzzle blocks was
counterbalanced across participants.

The helper’s display (Fig. 3) was designed such that the three
areas (workspace, pieces bay, and target solution) were in a tri-
angular shape. The helper could shift his/her eye gaze from any
area directly to either of the other two areas with equal effort.
The worker’s screen (Fig. 4) was laid out so that the workspace
and pieces bay were adjacent to each other.

We created 18 target puzzles by randomly forming configura-
tions of five, 10 or 15 pieces (see Fig. 5). There were six different
puzzles for each level of complexity, three formed from a pool of
solid color pieces (easily distinguishable colors, making pieces

Fig. 4. Worker’s display, with the pieces bay on the left and the workspace
on the right. Workers’ actions in these areas were transmitted to the Helper’s
display (shown in Fig. 3).

Fig. 5. Examples of puzzle configurations with five, 10, and 15 pieces.

Fig. 6. Helper’s system. The pupil/corneal reflection tracker and the head
tracking sensor are on the helper’s helmet, the Polhemus magnetic position
sensor is behind the helper, and by the side from behind there is a stand alone
scene camera taking videos of the helper’s display.

easier to describe), and three formed from a pool of shaded
colors pieces (five similar shades of the same color, making
pieces harder to describe).

B. Data Collection

LCD monitors were used for displays and adjusted for color
consistency. Sony wireless microphones were used to record the
conversation between the subjects on separate channels.

Our eye tracking system (Fig. 6) consisted of an ISCAN
RK-426PC pupil/corneal reflection tracker, an ISCAN HMEIS
head mounted eye-imaging system with head tracking sensor,
a Polhemus InsideTRAK magnetic position sensor, and a
stand-alone scene camera. The system was calibrated to each
helper and recorded the intersection of the helper’s line of sight
with the screen plane at 60 Hz. The video feed of the scene,
showing the helper’s eye gaze coordinates and the worker’s
actions, was recorded using a Panasonic DV-VCR.
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Fig. 7. Example of eye gaze distribution from one section of the tasks. After
running K-Means VQ algorithm we obtained three clusters and classified each
point in terms of the helper’s FOA.

Ground truth of the helper’s FOA (workspace, pieces bay, or
target solution) at each point in time was derived from eye gaze
coordinates. To interpret the raw gaze coordinates, we had to ad-
dress issues related to unconscious eye movements such as jitter
and the unreliable metric posed by the zero error of the magnetic
sensor and the pupil/corneal reflection tracker ([4], [19], [42]).
In addition, when a subject gazes at one area and looks back
later, the fixation point can be different by some offset (drift).
Fortunately, we do not need to compute the fixation over each
small time segment for this application. Instead, taking advan-
tage of the fact that the three areas are spatially laid out trian-
gularly, we can take all data points from one session and cluster
them using K-Means vector quantization (VQ). We first chose
three initial centers in the same triangular fashion as the three
areas on the helper’s display. Within ten iterations, the algo-
rithm converged and the outputs were three new centers. Sub-
sequently, the helper’s gaze coordinates were indexed based on
their proximity to these three new centers (Fig. 7).

Twenty-four college undergraduate and graduate students, all
with normal color vision, participated in this study. Participants
were randomly assigned to the helper and worker roles. They
were seated at computer terminals in the same room with a bar-
rier between them so that they could hear but not see one an-
other, simulating remote collaboration.

The experimenter first calibrated the eye-tracker on the
helper. After calibration, the helper gave verbal instructions
to the worker on how to select puzzle pieces from the pieces
bay and assemble them in the workspace to complete the target
puzzle. The worker was allowed to converse with the helper
and ask questions as necessary. The helper and worker were
not restricted to a controlled vocabulary and could talk freely.
The helper was able to see the worker’s actions in the pieces
bay and workspace. In order to prevent eye fatigue, participants
were given a five-minute break after half of the puzzles were
completed. After the break, the experimenter recalibrated the
eye-tracker. Sessions lasted 60 to 90 minutes. In each session

we recorded the dialogue, the worker’s mouse activity, and the
helper’s gaze. An example of how the helper’s dialogue, the
helper’s gaze, and the worker’s actions are synchronized is
shown in Fig. 8.

C. Clause Coding

Due to the nature of the instructional task, helpers’ utter-
ances dominated in the conversation (an average of 96.1%
of the words spoken). We used a subset of the transcribed
conversations to build a set of grammar. Two coders separated
transcribed utterances (including filler words) into clauses
and coded each clause according to the categories shown in
Table I. Reliability was established by having both coders code
a sample of 10% of the data. In this sample, the two coders
agreed with each other 95% of the time.

D. Offline Prediction

Notice that in online prediction, the system does not have
supervised knowledge of clause boundaries and clause coding.
However, for comparison purposes, we want to know how good
the system can be if this syntactic and semantic information is
available. It is similar to asking a human classifier to review the
task process offline and label the gaze of the sentence after the
whole sentence is spoken. We define this as offline prediction

In offline prediction we assume that clause coding (Table II)
at time is known. Given the clause coding and the worker’s
action, the helper’s gaze at that time can be predicted by using
maximum likelihood estimation:

(12)

while is the clause coding at time . In both training
and testing phases the clause coding and worker’s actions are
known. We estimated the conditional probabilities of each gaze
target from training sample frequencies.

E. Winner-Takes-All Strategy

In online prediction we use a conditional Markov model to
infer the clause boundaries and clause coding from the word
sequence and action sequence. To circumvent the problem
introduced by the high sampling rate (60 HZ), we employ a
smoothing technique called the “Winner-Takes-All” strategy.

Compared with the worker’s action data (of which the ma-
jority is 1, or Not-Moving), the helper’s utterances are a much
richer source of information. Due to the difficulty in capturing
the fluctuations of the helper’s gaze within the start and end
times of a single word, we do not expect to predict gaze well
at every sampling point. Therefore we apply a winner-takes-all
strategy and smooth the helper’s gaze and worker’s action data
based on the boundaries of words. That is, the decision is only

, (13)

(14)
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Fig. 8. Demonstration of the three sources of data in a 12-second period. The helper’s was giving the instruction “OK UMM NOW UMM THE DARKEST
BLACK PIECE UMM AND THEN PUT THAT UMM TO THE RIGHT OF THE LAST ’ONE YOU JUST PUT DOWN“. Starting time and ending time of
each word are aligned with the worker’s action (�1: Not-Moving, 0: Moving-in-Workspace, 1: Moving-in-Pieces-Bay) and the helper’s gaze (0: Workspace, 1:
Pieces-Bay, 2: Target).

TABLE I
CODING OF HELPER CLAUSES

TABLE II
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR SOLID PUZZLES

made at the end of each word. Let , , be the th word
and its starting and ending time, and define the smoothed ac-
tion and gaze as shown in the equation at bottom of pre-
vious page. and gaze are interpreted as the majorities of
action and gaze codes between time and (ignoring the
target area). This process is graphically shown in Fig. 9. Now the
problem becomes: given and
as input features, output the prediction of as 0 (workspace)
or 1 (pieces bay).

F. Experimental Results

In our evaluation, we only consider gaze to the workspace and
pieces bay (which are parts of the remote work area that might
be transmitted via a video system), ignoring gaze towards the
target (which is part of the helper’s local environment and thus
would not need to be transmitted). Let , , be the
actual gaze codes collected from the experiment and processed
by the VQ algorithm. The classification error at time is defined
as

(15)

Fig. 9. Smoothed action and gaze data based on the Winner-Takes-All strategy
[(13) and (14)].

and the performance of the classifier in one puzzle task, is
defined as

(16)

where is the number of gazes excluding those
towards the target.
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Fig. 10. Classification accuracies for solid-color tasks.

Fig. 11. Classification accuracies for shaded-color tasks.

Helpers behave differently when giving instructions for
puzzles with solid versus shaded pieces. Solid color pieces are
easier and faster to name than shaded pieces. Consequently,
we trained and tested classifiers for solid and shaded puzzles
separately. Data were collected with 12 users and a total of
216 puzzles (half solid color, half shaded). In each condition,
we evaluated accuracy [(16)] by using a two-fold cross vali-
dation. We compared the performances among classifiers with
different features: unimodal (speech only), multimodal (speech
and action), and offline classification. Moreover, because we
expect that the conditional Markov classifiers can classify
clause coding, we evaluated the accuracies of this coding by
comparing it with the human labels.

The accuracies of the different classifiers for solid and shaded
puzzles are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. We should point out that
because we only output gaze prediction at word boundaries,
while gaze does change within word boundaries (as shown in

TABLE III
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR SHADED PUZZLES

Fig. 8), we already lose some accuracy after applying (13) and
(14). The upper bounds for solid puzzles and shaded puzzles
after smoothing are 87.40% and 88.46%, respectively.

Unigram versus Trigram: We first looked at the effect of
including a history of three words. Unigram and Trigram are
commonly used language models. In our unimodal analysis,
including the history of words (Speech-Only-Trigram) outper-
forms using the current word only (Speech-Only-Unigram)

Unimodal versus Multimodal: Moreover, multimodal clas-
sifiers achieve better performance than unimodal classifiers.
Gaze toward the workspace was higher when the worker was
acting in that area, and vice versa when the worker was acting in
the pieces bay. The improvements are more obvious in shaded
than in solid puzzles because the worker’s action data are more
discriminative in predicting the helper’s FOA in shaded-color
tasks. In contrast, in solid-color tasks, when the worker was
acting in the pieces-bay, the chances that the helper was looking
at the workspace and pieces-bay are almost equal. We assume
this is because the solid colors are easy to describe and dis-
tinguish so that the helper can be confident that the worker
is grabbing the right piece without monitoring the pieces
bay. In summary, Speech+Action is better than Speech-Only;
Clause-Coding+Action is better than Clause-Coding (Figs. 10
and 11). These conclusions are also justified by statistical
analysis [35].

Online versus Offline: The third observation is that if we
know the sentence coding, an MLE classifier can do better
than our proposed conditional Markov classifier. This indi-
cates that knowing the user’s intentionality is essential for
predicting FOA. As described in [35], when describing a piece,
helpers overwhelmingly look at the pieces bay, whereas when
describing a location, they are much more likely to look at
the workspace. When the worker asks the helper to clarify
a color piece/location, the helper looks more in the piece
bay/workspace. However, sentence codings require high level
semantic knowledge and are not available in real time; they
have to be inferred by other information (e.g., the ongoing
dialogue.)

The confusion matrixes of Speech+Action classifiers for solid
and shaded puzzles are shown in Tables II and III. It can be
seen that the accuracies for individual classes (Workspace and
Pieces-bay) are shifted by their prior probability. For solid puz-
zles, the algorithm classifies the Workspace better; whereas for
shaded puzzles, it classifies the Pieces-bay better.

The conditional Markov model is predicting gaze coding and
sentence coding simultaneously. To verify that, we compared
the output state sequences in the test set with their true sentence
codings. The accuracy for predicting sentence codings was 59%
for solid puzzles and 48.37% for shaded puzzles. Instructional
codings of solid puzzles were classified better because the lan-
guage structure is simpler than that for shaded puzzles. The
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TABLE IV
CONFUSION MATRIX OF SENTENCE CODING FOR SOLID-COLOR PUZZLES. (UNIT: NUMBER OF SENTENCES (%))

confusion matrix of classifying sentence codings for solid-color
tasks is shown in Table IV.

Comparison With Gaze Based Systems: Gaze (head pose) is
a good indicator of FOA. Gaze based systems have been widely
used in estimating FOA for meeting analysis. Stielfhagen et al.
reported 54% accuracy in predicting the participants’ focus of
attention on three recorded meetings [44]. By using both head
pose and sound, they achieved 76% accuracy in detecting the
participants’ focus of attention on the recorded meetings. More
recently, Jovanovic et al. achieved accuracy of 66.45% for pred-
icating FOA using solely gaze information in four-participant
face-to-face meetings [20]. They have shown that combing ut-
terance, contextual and speaker’s gaze features, FOA can be pre-
dicted with an accuracy of 82.57%.

The goal of this research is to predict FOA without using
gaze information. Although a gaze based system can achieve
higher accuracy, it poses extra cost and technical constraints to
the environment (e.g., lighting conditions) and the subject (e.g.,
freedom of movement). In addition, for our targeted applica-
tion, remote collaboration, a human can correct system mistakes
if needed, because humans are in-the-loop. Therefore, the pro-
posed method provides a different solution to address the need
of estimating FOA, though user studies are needed to address
usability issues for different applications

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

With the goal of building an innovative multimedia system
to support remote collaborative tasks, we have proposed to use
conditional Markov modeling to predicate FOA from intention.
Instead of tracking FOA via head position, we formulated the
problem as a multimodal classification problem. We employed
a conditional Markov model to classify FOA from the intention
decoded from dialogue content and workers’ actions.

We tested our method using data from an online puzzle task
in which a remote helper’s gaze shifted among the pieces bay,
workspace, and target solution. The experimental results show
that multimodal classifiers outperform unimodal classifiers. The
overall accuracy was 65.40% for solid color puzzles and 74.25%
for shaded puzzles.

These results indicate the feasibility of predicting where a
helper wants to look in real time from his/her intention during
remote collaboration. The results can be used to allocate re-
sources optimally and thus enhance remote collaboration. The
results are consistent with a conversational grounding view of
collaboration (cf. [5]). When a helper lacks confidence that
his/her instructions were understood in the context of previous

interactions and a shared common vocabulary, he/she seeks
additional visual evidence of understanding from the worker’s
environment. The results are also consistent with our analysis
of the relationships between the helper’s FOA and three factors:
task properties, workers’ actions and message content [35].

Our future research will focus on two issues that are im-
portant for making our findings useful in practice. First, our
experimental results suggest the importance of understanding
workers’ actions during the collaboration. While this informa-
tion is easy to obtain in an online computer task, it is much more
difficult when we move the setting to 3-D tasks. Event anal-
ysis on videos will be studied and combined with audio signals.
Second, our accuracy rates were higher than random guessing
but still far from perfect. We plan to conduct behavioral research
to test the usability of the automatic view switching function.
We will look at the impact of errors in prediction and how these
side effects can be minimized.
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